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GUILD: a blend of
quality, sustainability,
and artful living
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PACIFIC NORTH WEST 
Erik Waldorf 
650-504-0402 erik@erikwaldorf.com 
1008 Washington PI E, Seattle, WA
98112

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Sloan Miyasato 
415-431-1465 | info@sloanm.com 
2 Henry Adams St. Suite 300, 
San Francisco, CA 94103

For inquiries and ordering please contact the showroom and representative above.

TENNESSEE
Designers Gallery
615.279.5600  
office@designersgallerynashville.com
2929 Sidco Drive Nashville, TN 37204

FLORIDA
A&D Curated Studio
202-391-1552 
dorlise@andcuratedstudio.com
Delray Beach, FL

The Adeline Sofa featured in The San Francisco Decorators Showcase Primary Bedroom by Tineke Triggs.
Photo: Christopher Stark
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Located in a spacious light-
filled studio near the
renowned Fourth Street
Shopping District in Berkeley,
California, Lane McNab
Interiors infuses a
sophisticated sensibility into
residential and commercial
interiors. 

The firm specializes in
primary and secondary
homes, boutique retail spaces,
and large-scale projects with
a vast knowledge of historical
architecture. 
Opened in 2012, LMI is known
for its artful approach to
sophisticated living.

KNOW ABOUT
LANE MCNAB
INTERIORS
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“Searching for elegant pieces with richness and
sustainability built in has always been a challenge, but
it's a pursuit my firm actively engages in with each
project.

I firmly believe that the most effective way to care
for our planet is to say goodbye to disposable
culture. Instead, we should invest in quality pieces
that resonate with us and endure for generations.

Ultimately, sustainable design is about embracing
what you truly love and intend to cherish
indefinitely. Adhering to this principle yields not only
a beautiful but also a fulfilling and enduring home
design.”

LANE MCNAB | Founder and Principal



Our carefully curated selection of
heritage-quality furnishings draws
inspiration from nature and is crafted
to endure for generations. Each item
in our GUILD by LMI furniture
collection is meticulously made to
order by skilled artisans in California
who take pride in showcasing their
craftsmanship to the world.



HANDCRAFTED
IN CALIFORNIA 

Q U A L I T Y .  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y .  A R T F U L  L I V I N G .



OUR
FINISHES
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We provide a variety of
solid hardwood options,
such as walnut and white
oak, sourced from
certified sustainable
forests. 

Our finishes are available
in non-toxic, low VOC,
and plant-based options,
ensuring both the quality
of our materials and the
environmental
responsibility of our
products.
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Our natural oil finishes derive
their color from organic
pigments, ensuring they are
non-toxic, food-safe, and free
from VOCs (Volatile Organic
Compounds).
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Our standard finishes enhance the rich grain 
of walnut and white oak hardwoods while
providing a more traditional level of durability.



KANU 
COFFEE TABLE

42"W x 17"H | Custom sizes available

Simple, elegant, and sculptural– available 
in solid wood materials including white oak,

reclaimed white oak, or walnut complemented
by plant-based, non-toxic finishes.
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"The design for the Kanu line was
inspired by a visit to the Florida

panhandle, where I spent my
childhood. The curved shape of the

table top resembles the bowls of
dugout canoes I vividly remember

seeing on field trips to local museums.
The untamed beauty of the wild

forests and marshlands in the area left
a lasting impression on me."



KANU
COFFEE
TABLE
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KANU 
CONSOLE TABLE

60"W x 30"H x 15"D | Custom sizes available

Simple, elegant, and sculptural– available 
in solid wood materials including white oak,

reclaimed white oak, or walnut complemented
by plant-based, non-toxic finishes.



"The Kanu Console Table draws inspiration
from the sculptural forms of rice benches,

pagodas, and ancient stone temples scattered
throughout Europe. Its classic silhouette holds

a timeless appeal that resonates with the
human psyche. Through meticulous design,

craftsmanship, and the use of premium
materials, this table is elevated to become a

striking heirloom piece."



KANU
CONSOLE
TABLE
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 HART SOFA
8'-10'W x 40"D x 32"H | Custom sizes available

Simple, elegant, and sculptural, the Hart Sofa is available
in standard COM. Crafted with premium materials,

including solid wood frames and recycled steel springs,
it features eight-way hand-tie construction and a

commitment to sustainable manufacturing.
Handcrafted in Northern California.
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"The design of the Hart Sofa was inspired by
the snow-covered meadow outside a cabin

near Mount Shasta during winter. The
undulating drifts of pure white presented a

serene and beautiful backdrop, evoking a
cozy feeling that I aimed to translate into

the sofa. Picture curling up by the fire,
gazing out the window – it captures that

same sense of warmth and tranquility."



HART
SOFA
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REBECCA CHAIR
AND OTTOMAN

Chair | 30"W x 30.5"D x x 36"H x 22.5"
seat depth Ottoman | 20"W x 20" x 17"H

Custom sizes available

Exuding elegance and personality, this chair is
crafted for comfort, quality, and sustainability. Made

with solid wood from certified sustainable forests
and eight-way hand-tie construction, it offers no or
low VOCs for a healthier environment. Choose from
styles like skirt, drum swivel, skirted swivel, or tapered

leg, with an optional matching ottoman.
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"The Rebecca chair draws inspiration
from the timeless essence of a

wingback chair, infused with elegant
lines reminiscent of those found in

nature. Its gentle curves and refined
tailoring render it a versatile piece

suitable for any style."



REBECCA
CHAIR &
OTTOMAN
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MONUMENT
DINING TABLE

Monument Grand Dining Table (two pedestal)
| 80 -102"L x 45"W x 29"H Monument Dining
Table (one pedestal) | 45-80"L x 32"W x 30"H

Custom sizes available

The Monument Dining Table offers premium materials,
eco-friendly finishes, and sustainable manufacturing.
Choose from one or two pedestal bases, and oval,

round, or rectangular tabletops, with options including
water-based or non-toxic plant-based finishes.
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"I was seeking a dining table that
embodied both elegance and a

commanding presence, while also
prioritizing quality and sustainability, but

struggled to find the perfect combination.
Drawing inspiration from a love of

historical sculptural forms, the Monument
line was born. The design for the

Monument line was inspired by ancient
towers and monuments, with a primary

focus on the materials and craftsmanship."



MONU
MENT
DINING
TABLE
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MANTA BED
Available in queen, king, and CA king 

54" headboard height x 90" post height 

The Manta Bed features solid wood, solid
unlacquered heirloom brass, COM and COL

options, and Belgian linen. Crafted with premium
materials and sustainable manufacturing practices,

it embodies quality and eco-consciousness.
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"The inspiration for the Manta Bed came
to me after interacting with these massive,

graceful Manta Rays swimming off the
coast of Hawaii. Their scale and elegance
perfectly aligned with the vision I had for

this bed's design. Environmental impact is a
paramount concern for me, so meticulous

attention to material selection was
imperative. Fortunately, prioritizing quality

materials and artisan craftsmanship aligns
with environmental stewardship."



MANTA
BED
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BUTTON
MARTINI TABLE

12"W x 18"H | Custom sizes available

This elegant martini table may be small
in size, but it exudes a mighty presence.

The Button is perfectly suited for holding
a drink, a book, or a cup of coffee.
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“The Button Table is
simple and organic in

its shape and the
perfect little partner

for any room.”



BUTTON
MARTINI
TABLE
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MONUMENT
SIDE TABLE

Monument Side Table Small | 15"W x 18"H
Monument Side Table Large | 19.5"W x 23"H

Simple, elegant, and sculptural, available in several
non-toxic finishes and high-quality materials

including solid, reclaimed, old-growth, white oak. 
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"The Monument side table is incredibly
versatile. Its customizable nature allows

us to adapt it to various furniture pieces,
including entry tables, side tables,

nightstands, dining tables, nesting tables,
and console tables. Its appealing form

makes it suitable for any space."



MONU
MENT
SIDE TABLE
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PIPPIN 
DINING CHAIR
Width: 20.25” | Depth: 23” | Height: 34”

| Seat Height: 19” | Seat Depth: 19”

The perfect chair for dining, writing, filling an
empty corner, or taking center stage in your

favorite fabric.  Inspired by a rustic antique early
American T back chair, reimagined for a new era.  
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"Inspired by old-world
forms yet poised for
the next adventure."



FIG LOUNGE
CHAIR

31" long x 30" wide x 34" high |
22" seat depth| 18" seat height

Exceptionally comfortable and stunning from every
perspective, with the perfect amount of captivating
detail. Whether as a focal point in a modern living

space or as a relaxed addition to a vacation retreat, it
exudes elegance, sculptural charm, and enduring style.
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ADELINE SOFA
96" long x 34" wide x 34" high 

|28" seat depth|18" seat height | Made to order

Exceptionally comfortable and visually captivating,
with the perfect balance of detail. Ideal for both
modern living rooms and traditional bedrooms, it

can be positioned against a wall or as a centerpiece.
Crafted from solid wood and available in various

finishes, with options for COM. 
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GUILD BY LMI
510-204-9363
contact@lanemcnab.com
lanemcnab.com


